








Discussion of Budget and Finance results regarding possible revenue changes with parking 
permits and possible action to reduce the number of parking permits sold to residents 
{Bartholomew) 

Councilman Bartholomew stated if there is to be a parking permit reduction, there are 3 scenarios 
with which the Town Budget & Finance Committee (B&F) came up with for such an action to be 
revenue neutral within the budget. The first scenario is the Town selling just two (2) seasonal 
parking permits to each property owner, with no weekly permits, at a cost of $28.68 each; and this 
is assuming that the people who used to buy two (2) or more permits will each buy the maximum 
of two (2) permits. The second scenario would have the Town selling two (2) seasonal parking 
permits and only two (2) weekly permits, for the entire season, but would be assuming everyone 
that previously bought three (3) or four (4) permits in the past will buy the two (2) weekly permits. 
Both seasonal and weekly permits would cost $20 each. The third scenario would be for the Town 
to sell just three (3) seasonal parking permits, but no weekly permits, with the first two (2) permits 
each costing $20 and the third costing $35. Councilman Bartholomew stated if Council goes to 
three (3) permits and keeps them all at $20 each, there would be a revenue loss of $6,600. Mayor 
Saxton stated these numbers give the Council a path to being revenue neutral going forward, but 
he doesn't think Council needs to make a final decision. 

Councilman Biciocchi stated he attended the B&F meeting held on October 5, and he was going 
to suggest today to make a motion to reducing the residential parking permits from four (4) to two 
(2) and then we could also discuss if there's support for weekly permits. Councilman Bartholomew
stated he suggests going with scenario 3 as a test and charging $20 for the first two (2) permits
and $40 for the third permit. Councilwoman Dondero stated she is not in favor of reducing to three
(3) permits because she doesn't think reducing to three (3) makes a significant enough difference
in what Council is trying to achieve. Councilwoman Dondero stated she supports a reduction to
two (2), and a weekly option, which seems to be the most revenue neutral and the least disruption
to price. Councilwoman Dondero further stated it seems to be the most logical thing to do if the
weekly permits prove after a year or two to be too much of an administrative burden or aren't
working out for people or are being abused, then Council can eliminate the weekly permits later;
so, she supports scenario 2. Councilwoman Keefe stated the Town already offers weekly permits
in the form of buying daily permits at the outside kiosk, so she thinks the Town should only offer
two (2) permits per property owner and if residents need any more parking, they can purchase any
additional permits at the kiosk. Mayor Saxton stated he doesn't support weekly permits because
Councilman Shaw and Mayor Saxton spent a lot of debate on the kiosk when it was first introduced,
and to automate ways for both residents and visitors to get it. Mayor Saxton stated Council spends
a lot of time here, making sure there is the availability of online purchasing of certain things. The
Councils have been voting to make the Town more efficient by utilizing automation versus using
personnel. It is Mayor Saxton's opinion that by going back to weekly permits, Council is going
backwards instead of trying to make the Town more efficient. Mayor Saxton further stated he
understands the residents can't park on the east side with the daily permits, but they can buy eight
(8) weekly permits out there if they want right now, costing $140 per week, and Council is not 
stopping them.

Councilman Biciocchi motioned to move forward with the reduction of residential seasonal parking 
permits from four (4) to two (2) per property, seconded by Councilwoman Dondero. Motion carried 
6-0.

Leadership Reports 

Mayor's Report - No report submitted, but he had a meeting with DelDOT regarding the escape 
routes on Route 1 in the event of a flooding, and his takeaway from the meeting is DelDOT is only 
looking at raising the road probably in two (2)-inch increments until they're satisfied. Also, the 
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) is 
available and information about meeting reviews of the DEIS was sent out as an email blast on October 
5.  




